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Introduction

Breakthroughs in our technological age allow the financial sector to experience previously unknown efficiency advancements. ATMs, credit card payments, online and mobile banking, contactless payments, etc., all
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give the impression that every time a consumer, firm, or other entity wants to send a payment to another entity, wherever in the world they may be, it is instant. We have become accustomed to clicking a button and seeing money vanish from our bank accounts. We have become so impatient that firms are competing to create instantaneous payments. In the financial markets, automated algorithmic trading often relies on companies being faster than their competitors are at processing purchases. In a similar vein, firms like Amazon are working on stores where you don’t even need to check out and still have your purchases paid for and money debited from your accounts.1

On a global scale, however, payments are not as instantaneous. Unlike the no-fee domestic payments we are accustomed to, cross-border payments are known to take anywhere between several hours to several days, and are expensive. Responsibility for the global, cross-border payments industry lies with the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT). Primarily, SWIFT is a message carrier—the “internet for financial services.”2 At its most basic level, SWIFT provides the language and technical infrastructure for financial institutions (banks, securities owners, etc.) to communicate with each other. Specifically, SWIFT provides the network, standards, products, and services that allow member institutions to connect and exchange financial information.3 SWIFT plays many roles, but it is not itself the payments system, nor is it a clearing house that settles or finalizes transactions. Instead, SWIFT forms just one part of a payment system that comprises “the cultural, political, legal, economic and business practices and arrangements used within a market economy to determine, store, and exchange value or ownership of goods and services.”4

Nevertheless, SWIFT does play a far more important role than most. SWIFT is “the trusted third-party infrastructure” in the payments sector, a status that “goes largely unchallenged.”5 After 50 years in operation, SWIFT has become central to the financial market infrastructure that allows over 64 billion cross-border payments to be made and almost 25 billion cross-border transactions to be settled every year.6 The financial industry’s revenue from payments is expected to grow to nearly $2.5 tril-

3. See id. at 2.
5. SCOTT & ZACHARIADIS, supra note 2, at 3.
6. See John Cunliffe, Member, Bank of England Monetary Policy Comm., Global Pipes – Challenges for Systemic Financial Infrastructure, Address before the Official Monetary and Financial Institutions Forum (Feb. 22, 2017), https://www.bis.org/review/r170223e.pdf [https://perma.cc/7LYM-5RZT] at 3. For a brief list of the other major parts of the cross-border financial market infrastructure see id. at 4-5 (explaining
lion by 2027, of which SWIFT is responsible for a significant portion. This cooperative’s network is used by over 11,000 financial institutions in over 200 countries worldwide. In 2017, financial institutions sent over 7 billion messages on the SWIFT platform. Through August 2018, there had already been over 5 billion messages sent through the network in the preceding eight months. However, despite SWIFT’s dominance, “questions about its future do emerge and such challenges have to be proactively addressed.”

Such questions emerge primarily because of how integral the payments system—and therefore SWIFT—is to the global economy. Payments facilitators are not just financial institutions; arguably, they provide a public service. As a result, SWIFT is more important than any single private financial institution. The quality of the payments facilitator matters precisely because payments have an outsized influence on banking and all financial relationships. Undeniably, payments interactions are a bank’s most frequent point of customer engagement. Consequently, payments facilitators such as SWIFT have begun to play a more active role in modern financial systems. The end result is that the payment space will be “increasingly contested over the next decade . . . [leading] to a number of fundamental disruptions.”

Part I of this Note will explain what SWIFT is and how the payments system works at present (and for the past century or so). Part II will frame how SWIFT is a collective agent, reliant on its constituent members viewing it as both effective and legitimate. Part III will discuss the current political threats SWIFT faces. As is well documented, President Trump and his team have consistently attempted to pressure SWIFT into reversing its policy of allowing Iranian banks to use the network.
came under harsh criticism for allowing almost one billion dollars to be stolen from Bangladesh.18 Such mishaps not only have caused the wrath of the Bangladeshi government, but also are developing into a theme of countries turning against SWIFT. After the EU used SWIFT to enforce sanctions against Iran, Nicolas Veron, senior fellow at the Peterson Institute for International Economics, said that SWIFT’s survival depends on its ability to resist such attempts to weaponize it for political ends.19

SWIFT thus finds itself in a tug-of-war between those who see it as a tool and those who vigorously defend its independence. Ultimately, this Note will show that as SWIFT has grown, major forces have ultimately failed in their attempts to control it. Even so, we seem to have reached a tipping point where the powers that be, perhaps recognizing SWIFT as a threat to their power, are fighting back against the organization with some success.

Part IV will then focus on a second issue SWIFT faces that is even more pressing—competition. Either in response to their views about SWIFT’s role in sanctions—a legitimacy issue discussed infra in Part II—or merely because they believe they can create a viable competitor from an economic or technological standpoint, several influential figures are calling for their countries to create direct competitors to SWIFT.20 In Russia, for example, the head of the B-C-D bank said that he would consider de-SWIFTing his bank to be an act of economic war,21 perhaps paving the way for Russia to set up their own alternative.22 Even some in Germany, a key political and economic ally of the West, have called for the EU to create an alternative payments platform.23

The biggest threat in the long run may come from China. Although Russian requests to set up a joint payments mechanism have thus far seemingly been rebuffed, China is the pioneer in mobile and cashless pay-

Adviser, John Bolton, told SWIFT executives they needed to ask whether doing business in Iran was “worth the risk”).


19. See Michael Peel & Jim Brunsden, Swift Shows Impact of Iran Dispute on International Business, FIN. TIMES (Jun. 6, 2018), https://www.ft.com/content/9f082a96-63f4-11e8-90c2-9563a0613e56 [https://perma.cc/AF5W-BAD5].

20. Considering the fact that two in three payments sent from the U.S. uses SWIFT, the fact that many of the potential competitors come from hostile countries would pose an enormous threat. See U.S. DEP’T TREASURY, FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK, FEASIBILITY OF A CROSS-BORDER ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER REPORTING SYSTEM UNDER THE BANK SECRECY ACT 75 (2006), https://info.publicintelligence.net/CBFTFS_Complete.pdf [https://perma.cc/EM96-BUHT].

21. See Martin Arnold, Russian Bank Chief Warns of Growing Risk of Conflict in Europe, FIN. TIMES (Jan. 23, 2018), https://www.ft.com/content/50f1f490-002f-11e8-965b-9c0ad2d7c3b5 [https://perma.cc/64AH-462E].


ments.\textsuperscript{24} China is already the largest cashless society in the world by far.\textsuperscript{25} In early 2018, it seemed like the Chinese government was content to let cashless payments expand organically while they tried to protect their national currency by curtailing it where necessary.\textsuperscript{26}

Nonetheless, there is evidence to suggest that China had begun embracing the cashless revolution in 2018, even if only doing so through private companies.\textsuperscript{27} Despite this evidence, China initially banned cryptocurrencies yet undertook heavy investment in blockchain research itself.\textsuperscript{28} More recent efforts have been made by the Chinese government itself. The government has, for example, created a new technology center aimed at connecting the Chinese central bank to other government departments, financial institutions, universities, and other research institutions to research and develop China’s proposed digital currency.\textsuperscript{29} One explanation for the recent impetus is that the Chinese government has recognized that the move to digital currencies is inevitable, but “it is highly unlikely the Chinese government will allow such a crucial shift to be controlled by

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{24} See Luis Awazu Pereira da Silva, \textit{Fintech in EMEs: Blessing or Curse?} 3 (June 5, 2018), \url{https://www.bis.org/speeches/sp180620.pdf} (\url{https://perma.cc/H5YF-4DJC}) (“In China, mobile payments are now used by more than half a billion people, their total value growing almost tenfold to CNY 117 trillion ($18 trillion) in the two years to 2017.”). Other countries embracing cashless payments are Sweden and Norway, as has Poland and indeed Russia. \textit{See Global Payments 2018, supra note 7, at 7.}
\item \textsuperscript{25} See Jennifer Zhu Scott, \textit{Is China About to Launch its Own Cryptocurrency}, \textit{World Econ. F.} (Oct. 15, 2018), \url{https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/10/is-china-about-to-launch-its-own-cryptocurrency/} (\url{https://perma.cc/7HMH-A8EU}) (“In 2017, the US hosted a total of $337 billion in online payments. In China, it was a whopping $13.7 trillion, $3.2 trillion more than Visa and Mastercard’s combined global volume.”).
\item \textsuperscript{27} This is not to say that they haven’t already tacitly done so. Indeed, many argue that they already have. \textit{See What we Can Learn From China’s Cashless Society, Mobile Payments Conference}, (Mar. 14, 2018), \url{https://mobilepaymentconference.com/can-learn-chinas-cashless-society/} (\url{https://perma.cc/36EQ-4666}) (“Much of China’s growth is attributed not just to their rapid urbanization, but ultimately the government’s push to replace cash with electronic payments.”). Others highlight (through experiences rather than studies) that cash is no longer king in China and is incredibly difficult to use. \textit{See, e.g., Shelly Banjo, It’s Becoming Harder to Use Cash in China, Bloomberg} (Feb. 13, 2018, 7:00 AM), \url{https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-13/it-s-becoming-harder-to-use-cash-in-china} (\url{https://perma.cc/255E-RMFB}) (importantly for SWIFT, Banjo notes that “foreign credit cards aren’t accepted at most restaurants or convenience stores” and that at present the main issue is what payment system will become dominant at the front-end of the system, i.e., will consumers be using Alipay and WeChat, or Apple Pay for example, rather than who will run the back-end system).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
private companies. However, the most immediate threat comes from blockchain technology or even fintech on a wider scale. Whereas alternative systems in countries such as China and Russia (be they blockchain, digital currencies, or otherwise) are still in the research stages, blockchain platforms such as Ripple and IBM’s new Blockchain World Wire (BWW), are already forcing SWIFT to develop and innovate more than it has in its 50-year history. These companies use blockchain technology (explained infra in Part IV) in ways that gives them an advantage over SWIFT’s perceived weaknesses, namely price and speed. Nonetheless, as Part II will make clear, SWIFT is not just a payments company, it is a collective agent. As a result, even if Ripple can compete with SWIFT on a purely technological or mechanical basis, this Note will demonstrate that it should not be allowed to take over as the collective agent.

So far, the literature surrounding what has essentially turned into a battle between SWIFT and Ripple fails to recognize that the payments system is a collective agent. Therefore, it can be viewed in similar terms to the financial system as a whole, a public good—currently, the financial system cannot function without SWIFT in the same way that the overall economy cannot function without the financial system. By this, I suggest that the battle over global payments must be viewed as more than just a “... disruption” in the prevailing modes of, or institutional channels for, delivery of specific financial services.” Instead, we must look at the payments system from a macro viewpoint that requires global cooperation and coordination to function properly, a system coordinated by and reliant on SWIFT as the common agent.

I. SWIFT

A. The Founding

In 1973, 239 banks from 15 countries joined together to solve their common problem: how to communicate about cross-border payments. Before SWIFT, Telex was the main method by which banks communicated

30. Scott, supra note 25.
about transfers. Though Telex was far more efficient than previous communications methods (such as telegrams), it still often required multiple Telex messages to confirm payments instructions and its authentication procedures were based on a system of manually calculating sequential test keys and performing reverse calculations rather than being automated. Naturally, this left the messaging system vulnerable to both delays and human error.

Unlike most technological innovation in the financial sector, SWIFT is not a B2C technology in the normal sense. That is, it is not a business-to-consumer technology. It is, however, still a B2C technology—a business-to-competitor technology. SWIFT is a cooperative society headquartered in Belgium and governed by Belgian law. Cooperatives are “autonomous associations” of persons united to meet common economic, social, and cultural goals. They achieve their objectives through a jointly-owned and democratically-controlled enterprise. Due to its cooperative structure, SWIFT is owned and controlled by its shareholders. The shareholders elect a board of 25 independent directors who control the company and oversee management. At present, the board is composed of bankers from the United States, the United Kingdom, China, Russia, Belgium, Germany, France, Luxembourg, Japan, and a host of other countries, representing financial institutions such as Citi, UBS, Russia’s National Settlement Depository (NSD), Santander and the Bank of China. SWIFT’s shareholders and board members are the very same banks and other financial institutions who both compete daily and at the same time rely not just on SWIFT, but on the fact that their competitors also use SWIFT.

B. The Payments Process and SWIFT’s Role

Importantly, SWIFT is not just a telecommunications network. It is a messaging system essential to the transfer of financial assets, whether the

34. See SWIFT, Messaging & Standards, supra note 8.
35. See SCOTT & ZACHARIADES, supra note 2, at 11-12.
36. See id. at 12.
37. See SWIFT Governance, SWIFT, https://www.swift.com/about-us/organisation-governance/governance?tl=en#topic-tabs-menu [https://perma.cc/5RJR-LC9G] (last visited Dec. 14, 2018). Oversight of SWIFT is led by the National Bank of Belgium (NBB). However, the NBB has for many years conducted the oversight of SWIFT in coordination with other central banks, including the Bank of England. See Cunliffe, supra note 6, at 9.
39. See SWIFT Governance, supra note 37.
41. Not all of SWIFT’s users are financial institutions and not all users are eligible to be shareholders. For a detailed explanation of the different user categories, see User and Shareholder eligibility criteria, SWIFT, https://www.swift.com/sites/default/files/resources/swift_legal_infopaper_usereligibilitycriteria.pdf.pdf [https://perma.cc/9FHJ-77E3]. Each of the different user categories have different access to the SWIFT network. Some categories have full access to send and receive all types of messages, whereas others have limited access either to send or receive, or both. See generally id.
asset is money or a security. Payments are not processed instantly, but instead operate through a process by which financial institutions tell each other that they will transfer actual funds in the central bank accounts. Scott & Zachariadis describe the payment process as a three-stage process.\footnote{Scott & Zachariadis, supra note 2, at 34.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Authorization and initiation of the payment</td>
<td>This stage involves the submission of the payment order by the payer in order for the funds to be transferred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Transmission and exchange of the payment instructions</td>
<td>This involves the transmission and exchange of obligations between the parties involved in the transaction. This process may also include the netting (or offsetting) of the obligations where necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Settlement of the payment</td>
<td>This final stage entails the compensation sent from the payer’s bank to the payee’s bank. A third-party settlement agent is usually involved in this process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternatively, the payment process can be described as (1) messaging, (2) clearing, and (3) settlement.\footnote{See Bank for International Settlements (BIS), Cross-Border Retail Payments 12 (2018), https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d173.pdf [https://perma.cc/9RNG-DX9R] [hereinafter Cross-Border Retail Payments].} Whichever description, SWIFT operates in phases (1) and (2). Thus, while SWIFT performs no clearing or settlement functions it still needs to communicate with clearing houses or whichever institution settles the transaction in order to do so.\footnote{For a brief explanation of the two main clearinghouses or settlement organizations in the US, see infra notes 56-57.} The messaging (Stage (1)) identifies the payer’s and payee’s account details and the payment amount.\footnote{See Cross-Border Retail Payments, supra note 44, at 12.} Clearing (Stage (2)) is “the process of transmitting, reconciling, and in some cases, confirming transactions prior to settlement, potentially including the netting of transactions and the establishment of final positions for settlement.”\footnote{See id. (noting that (without SWIFT) cross-border payments are more complicated than domestic payments due to different message formats, currency and timings).} Finally, settlement (Stage (3)) occurs when the obligation to transfer funds (or securities and other financial instruments) is performed.\footnote{See id.}
Most transactions take the structure depicted in Figure 1, below.\textsuperscript{49} Such a transaction occurs when the two banks have a bilateral relationship such that the entire transaction can take place with just one message.\textsuperscript{50} Most often, banks use SWIFT's MT 103 messages to send the payment information and the settlement information or confirmation, with both arriving to the receiving bank at the same time.\textsuperscript{51} An MT 103 message represents a “Single Customer Credit Transfer,” or a transaction conducted by an institution on behalf of a customer rather than itself.\textsuperscript{52}

While most payments at a regional or intra-jurisdictional level normally use central bank clearing technology (or another settlement institution),\textsuperscript{53} international or cross-border payments are mostly based on bilateral or, more often, corresponding banking relationships—precisely why SWIFT is such an integral part of the process. In other words, although SWIFT is not “just a communication system,”\textsuperscript{54} it also “does not actually provide settlement services . . . . SWIFT-directed funds transfers are actually settled through correspondent banking relationships,\textsuperscript{55} Fedwire,\textsuperscript{56} CHIPS,\textsuperscript{57} or other national payment systems.”\textsuperscript{58} Also, unlike Fedwire or CHIPS, SWIFT is truly international. Whereas Fedwire and CHIPS both require at least one of the parties to the transaction to be a

\textsuperscript{49}. See SCOTT & ZACHARIADIS, supra note 2, at 36, Figure 2.2 V-shaped message flow structure (the full payment message includes information about the payment and about settlement).
\textsuperscript{51}. See id. at 37.
\textsuperscript{52}. See U.S. DEP’T TREASURY, supra note 20, at 63 n.53.
\textsuperscript{55}. Corresponding banking is when two (or more) banks open accounts in each other’s banks and exchange messages to settle transactions through crediting and debiting each other’s accounts. See Correspondent Banking, supra note 50, at 8. A more detailed description is provided by The Wolfsberg Group in The Wolfsberg Group, Wolfsberg Anti-Money Laundering Principles for Correspondent Banking (2014), https://www.wolfsberg-principles.com/sites/default/files/wb/pdfs/wolfsberg-standards/8.%20Wolfsberg-Correspondent-Banking-Principles-2014.pdf [https://perma.cc/YWG2-FV88] (“[c]orrespondent Banking is the provision of a current or other liability account, and related services, to another financial institution, including affiliates, used for the execution of third-party payments and trade finance, as well as its own cash clearing, liquidity management and short-term borrowing or investment needs in a particular currency.”).
\textsuperscript{56}. In the U.S., domestic transfers are finalized by Fedwire. Owned by the 12 Federal Reserve Banks, Fedwire works by crediting the payment amount to the receiving bank’s account with the Federal Reserve. See U.S. DEP’T TREASURY, supra note 20, at 59.
\textsuperscript{57}. An alternative to Fedwire is CHIPS. CHIPS is the United States’ main electronic funds-transfer system for processing international U.S. dollar funds transfers made among international banks. Similar to Fedwire, CHIPS settles the transactions at the time CHIPS transmits the payment order; meaning that the sender’s obligation to pay is discharged at the time CHIPS releases the payment message. See id. at 61.
\textsuperscript{58}. Carter & Farha, supra note 54, at 907 (2013).
U.S.-based financial institution (or a U.S.-based branch / subsidiary), SWIFT messages may travel directly from a U.S. financial institution to a foreign institution or vice versa, thereby performing a role Fedwire or CHIPS cannot.59

Figure 1

![Diagram of information flow and settlement]

In transactions where the relevant banks do not have a correspondent banking relationship—an increasingly common phenomenon—other intermediary banks will have to facilitate the payments.60 There are two ways in which transactions can occur in non-bilateral relationships: the serial method and the cover method.61 The serial method is simply an extension of the standard transaction detailed in Figure 1, with more banks acting as a chain to send the payment message and facilitate the payment.62 The cover method, however, separates the information flow about the payment from the settlement function. The payment function in a cover transaction is sent directly from the sending bank to the receiving bank, while the settlement message gets sent as normal through the settlement institution.63

Most payments therefore use both SWIFT, and then CHIPS or Fedwire (for example) as the settlement platform.64 As a result, both sets of messaging standards are used.65 Both, and potentially all three, sets of message formats can be used concurrently in multi-step domestic and international transfers because the messages can be mapped to and are interoperable with each other.66 However, one of SWIFT’s great achievements has been its ability to standardize, alongside the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the payments messaging system. As a result, ISO 20022, a messaging system first published in 2004 and

59. See U.S. DEP’T TREASURY, supra note 20, at 63.
60. More than half of transactions take place through correspondent banking agreements. See Cross-Border Retail Payments, supra note 44, at 23.
61. See Correspondent Banking, supra note 50, at 34.
62. See id. This method uses only MT 103 SWIFT messages.
63. See id. This method uses both the MT 103 SWIFT messages for the payment information and MT 202 COV messages for the settlement information. See also U.S. DEP’T TREASURY, supra note 20, at 68-69.
64. An estimated 70% of CHIPS payments originate from SWIFT messages. See id. at 64.
65. See id.
66. New Message Format for Fedwire, supra note 53, at 31391.
updated in 2013 has now been adopted domestically in China, Japan, and Switzerland and will soon be adopted by the Eurozone and the United Kingdom (replacing SWIFT MT) as well in the United States. Therefore, although it is domestic infrastructure which allows both clearing and settlement to take place (such as CHIPS and Fedwire discussed above), there will soon be identical messaging infrastructure for both international and U.S. domestic payments.

Nonetheless, at present, the combination of messages is somewhat complicated. For example, in the case of a dollar denominated payment from a British bank with no U.S. presence to a Spanish bank with a U.S. presence: the British bank will send a SWIFT message through the SWIFT infrastructure that will be one of SWIFT’s standard message structures, readable also by Fedwire or CHIPS. SWIFT’s role in this process is to send the instructions from the sending bank to the settlement institution and then from the settlement institution to the receiving bank. Since the message is actually addressed from the sending bank to the receiving bank, not to the settlement institution, the SWIFT network intercepts the message, sends it to the settlement institution (Fedwire or CHIPS), receives approval from the settlement institution and only then forwards the payment message to the receiving institution. Though the exact timeline and methodology may vary slightly by jurisdiction and for cross-border transactions, the general scheme of events is as follows:

1. The British bank’s customer makes a payment order.
2. The British bank (A) sends a SWIFT MT 103 formatted message to an American bank (B) in New York City that both bank (A) and bank (C) have bilateral accounts with (if there are none, this is where the chain of banks links bank (A) and (C)).
3. The SWIFT MT 103 is converted into a form readable by Fedwire and sent to the New York Federal Reserve.
4. The Federal Reserve Bank in New York debits Bank (B)’s account and credits the Spanish bank (C)’s New York branch’s account with the Fed.
5. The Fedwire message is sent to Bank C’s New York branch telling it about the payment.

68. See SWIFT, SWIFT ISO 20022 Migration Study, 9 (Apr. 23, 2018). In the U.S. the plan is to have ISO 20022 first implemented in November 2020 and fully implemented by November 2023. See New Message Format for Fedwire, supra note 53, at 39394.
69. See U.S. DEP’T TREASURY, supra note 20, at 64.
71. See U.S. DEP’T TREASURY, supra note 20, at 65.
(6) Bank (C) sends an internal message to their home branch in Spain.

(7) The receiving customer’s account is credited with the payment amount.

The SWIFT system knows who to send payments to through a specific SWIFT code associated with each financial institution. By providing both standardized bank identifier codes\(^{72}\) and standardized messages and reference data, SWIFT ensures that the data exchanged between institutions is unambiguous and machine-friendly, facilitating automation, reducing costs, and mitigating risks.\(^{73}\) In situations where the sending and receiving banks have no bilateral accounts (or where the settlement will be conducted by an institution that unlike Fedwire doesn’t require a U.S. presence) such that a third bank is necessary for the payment, all three of the banks will need to have a SWIFT account number and be connected to the SWIFT network.\(^{74}\)

Without even mentioning the security benefits SWIFT provides, it is obvious from this simplified chain of events how beneficial SWIFT is to the payments system. Without SWIFT, the sending bank would have to check with the settlement institution itself to ensure that the transaction could take place. The sending bank would, for example, have to alleviate its compliance concerns with multiple jurisdictions, check for fraud, pay the relevant bank fees, FX costs, scheme fees and interchange fees.\(^{75}\) Only then would the bank credit and debit the relevant accounts in their own system. Then the sending bank or settlement institution would contact the receiving bank which, without the third-party system, would have to conduct the exact same checks as the sending bank before crediting and debiting the relevant accounts in its system.

One major drawback to the SWIFT system is that despite internalizing all these processes into a far more efficient process, each transaction outlined above still incurs its own bank fees as both parties to the trade have to pay the corresponding bank to run-through their infrastructure (even if using SWIFT), thus causing higher costs for more complex transactions.\(^{76}\) Despite this downside, it is unsurprising and undeniable that SWIFT has significantly reduced the human error and inefficiencies present in the previous Telex system discussed supra\(^{77}\) and that it has been called “the most


\(^{73}\) See SWIFT, Messaging and Standards, supra note 8.

\(^{74}\) See Vafai, supra note 72, at 62. The same holds true when payments are settled via Fedwire.

\(^{75}\) See Cross-Border Retail Payments, supra note 44, at 20.


\(^{77}\) For an in-depth analysis of efficiency and speed in the payments system see Morten Bech, Yuuki Shimizu & Paul Wong, The Quest for Speed in Payments, BIS Quarterly
significant network innovation in the history of international banking.”  

SWIFT may not be perfect, but it represents a significant improvement on previous systems.

II. Legitimacy and Effectiveness: A Collective Action Problem

SWIFT as a platform, and the cross-border payments system more generally, only work if they have the trust of their constituent members. That is, like every collective agent, SWIFT, or whoever runs cross-border payments, must be seen as legitimate and effective. In fact, this is particularly important for SWIFT in that its main users, global banks, all compete with and rely on each other to varying degrees. The cross-border payments industry is strangely characterized by intense competition matched only by an intense reliance on each participant’s competitors abiding to the same industry standards. This is different from other financial realms (and non-financial industries) in which the collective agent oversees relationships directly between businesses and consumers or even other business-to-business services that are not characterized by the cross-border payments industry’s interdependence. The cross-border payments industry’s unique quirk necessitates a global collective agent because individual, profit-seeking firms are ill-suited to ensure the requisite levels of cooperation and coordination on their own.

Aside from the inherent difficulties of managing a cross-border payments industry, one need only recognize that the payments infrastructure is systemically important to prove that this is an industry in need of a collective agent’s guiding hand. More generally, “a safe, efficient, secure and accessible payment system contributes to a nation’s [and by extension, the world’s] financial stability and economic growth. Payments play a vital role in supporting financial transactions, facilitating commerce and enabling the transfer of value between businesses, consumers and financial institutions.” Any failure in the payments system would thus be hugely devastating for the wider society. One way in which this is apparent is by recognizing that the system’s interconnectedness makes all participants

[References and notes]

78. SCOTT & ZACHARIADIS, supra note 2, at 8.

79. Briefly, the theory of collective action problems and collective agents is that individuals act rationally, but, on some occasions, when everybody acts rationally, an irrational outcome occurs. In such scenarios, a collective agent (normally a government) is required to alter the tradeoffs such that either (1) the irrational outcome doesn’t occur, or (2) it is no longer for individuals to act in the relevant way. For a fuller explanation of what collective agents are and why they are necessary, see Robert Hockett, Recursive Collective Action Problems: The Structure of Procyclicality in Financial and Monetary Markets, Macroeconomies, and Formally Similar Contexts, J. FIN. PERSP., July 2013, at 1.

80. Indeed, some scholars have correctly recognized that the interdependence between financial market infrastructures mean that they can function as transmission channels of systemic risk—which is exactly why a collective agent is required to regulate the system. See Bitcoin’s Operational Risk, supra note 31, at 852.

vulnerable to any weakness. For example, not only could SWIFT be a victim of cyber-attacks, but the infrastructure could become a channel for spreading cyber-attacks itself—the system could, for illustrative purposes, distribute malware interconnected entities from one financial institution to another.\footnote{See Mircea-Constantin Scheau, Strategic Management of Critical Infrastructures and Financial Domain, INT’L. J. INFO. SEC. & CYBERCRIME, June 2017, at 13.}

Practically, a collective agent is required because an opportunistic bank might, for example,\footnote{Not to mention any criminal non-bank enterprise, individual, or even hostile state such as North Korea.} rationally believe that they could spread malware through the system to a competitor (supposing for the moment that this would somehow be legal or undetected).\footnote{For the purposes of scenario one, it would actually be sufficient merely for each financial institution to rationally and accurately recognize the system’s systemic weakness.} However, if every bank rationally believed this, then there are two alternative outcomes, both of which require a collective agent. In the first instance, all banks realize that this is rational, but that by definition it is also rational for their competitors. As a result, nobody trusts their competitor banks and no cross-border payments can be made. Here you need a collective agent to assure banks of the system’s safety. In the second instance, awareness of the collective action problem just outlined may itself fuel paranoia that would undermine mutual trust that underpins the system. In this case, banks actually (and rationally) act on this possibility attempting to be first movers and the whole system grinds to a halt because everyone has corrupted the system and each other with the malware. In this case, a collective agent is required to punish institutions that do this such that it no longer becomes rational for banks to believe they could get away with this.

At its most basic level, the entire system only works when everyone uses it—its value is in its efficiency, interoperability, scale, and legitimacy.\footnote{The Federal Reserve, compiling feedback from the financial services industry concluded that “a collective and collaborative approach to payment system improvement will significantly increase the probability of successful outcomes.” Strategies for Improving the U.S. Payment System, supra note 81, at 15.} The issue, therefore, is that the recent political tug of war over SWIFT has impacted the financial sector’s opinion regarding these key characteristics, as have recent technological advances, namely blockchain.

III. Political Pressure and Threats

As SWIFT plays a role in enforcing Western sanctions on Iran, North Korea, and potentially Russia, SWIFT becomes seen in those countries and their allies as an illegitimate quasi-state institution of the West. In fact, one of the biggest criticisms of SWIFT in recent years—even before sanctions—has been about the “undue control of [the] U.S. over the transactions con-
ducted on the network." In response, Russia has already started to take steps to replace SWIFT. As Russia starts to see SWIFT as an illegitimate institution, other states start to question SWIFT’s ability to facilitate global payments. The panicked nations then, rationally, look to alternative means of transacting with Russia and other countries who have reservations about SWIFT. In turn, a self-fulfilling prophecy emerges. By fearing for SWIFT’s effectiveness, firms and countries look for and develop alternatives (such as blockchain platforms) which, potentially, will become better than SWIFT, thereby rendering SWIFT ineffective by comparison anyway. From this reality two key questions emerge: (1) How did this happen; and (2) is there anything SWIFT can do to reverse the trend?

A. Who Controls SWIFT?

SWIFT is no stranger to political gaffs, pressure, or controversy. As early as 2006, SWIFT was embroiled in controversy for allowing the U.S. to access its database in the Bush administration’s quest to locate terrorist financing. Naturally, this raised questions regarding privacy laws both in the U.S. and in Europe, with several people familiar with the program said to be concerned they were operating in a legal grey area with potential negative connotations for SWIFT if the program were ever disclosed.

More recently, the issue hasn’t been so much permissive data breaches like the events in 2006 but rather criminal breaches perpetrated by governments less politically aligned to SWIFT or indeed using the platform to implement UN or EU sanctions against hostile regimes. Unsurprisingly, these recent mishaps in the public eye could be even more damaging to SWIFT than data breaches.

Effectively, SWIFT’s political issues stem from one awkward fact—SWIFT is both a global regulator for the financial industry, and yet due to a lack of a single global government, is subject to influence from a multitude of legal regimes. Ultimately, SWIFT is a Belgian cooperative, and is therefore subject primarily to Belgian and EU law. However, as with any other entity, though not a bank and therefore not subject to banking regulation, it is still required to abide by legal instruments such as subpoenas and must respect and abide by the law of almost every country in which it oper-
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Moreover, and perhaps uniquely to SWIFT, its cooperative status and close relationship with U.S. bank executives, many of whom sit on SWIFT’s board, makes SWIFT de facto subject to U.S. law regardless of whether a U.S. firm is involved in a transaction. President Trump would be well within his rights (whether wise or not) to threaten the U.S. banks headed by the SWIFT board members if they did not get SWIFT to abide by U.S. sanctions.

Nonetheless, the question of whose regulations SWIFT must abide by is not even the real issue. National regulations will be in place whether SWIFT exists or not. Thus, the real issue is whether SWIFT is better suited to handle these regulations than an alternative, and this Note will suggest the answer is yes. Although this will be discussed in more detail in Part IV, SWIFT’s users appear to think it is the best organization for the job. J.P. Morgan, for example, says that “for corporates under stringent regulation (such as Sarbanes-Oxley), using a single process like SWIFT can help satisfy disclosure requirements and ensure operational integrity.” Because using SWIFT requires both less control points and documentation, and also systematically avoids fraud and manual errors, the relationship between legitimacy and effectiveness with regard to SWIFT’s structure is both cyclical and interdependent, not independent. In terms of regulation, SWIFT is effective and therefore remains legitimate, which further allows it to remain effective.

Moreover, in one sense, the fact that SWIFT is subject—either by law or by political pressure—to competing political wills is a good thing. If, as argued above, SWIFT must retain legitimacy to operate effectively, then unilateral decision-making by the U.S., for example, would only reduce this legitimacy. Multilateral decision-making lies at the heart of SWIFT’s role and power. Indeed, the same is true for global finance more generally, with institutions such as the IMF, the Bank of International Settlements (BIS), the OECD and other organizations becoming ever more integrated.

When SWIFT does act, whether by introducing a new messaging standard, or by removing a country from the network, the financial industry knows that the decision to act is consensus-driven. By contrast, unilateral decision-making by the U.S. merely reinforces, arguably to both its own detriment and to the detriment of the financial system at large, that the U.S. still
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has a monopoly over global finance.\textsuperscript{95} On the other hand, sanctions imposed by SWIFT are legitimate and effective if, and only if, those sanctions are restricted to those countries whose actions carry negative repercussions for, or abuse of, the global financial system. Fortunately, thus far this has been the case. From a Western perspective, this legitimizes the sanctions because it adds another layer of wrong-doing and is an appropriate tool for imposing the sanctions. More importantly for SWIFT, it also legitimizes the organization as one that protects the global financial system. The clearest example here is North Korea, which is notorious for its financial fraud.\textsuperscript{96} Of course, China, Russia, Syria, Iran, and North Korea, etc. may all argue that such sanctions are still illegitimate and that the sanctions turn SWIFT into a political tool, but the chances of those countries approving of such sanctions are larger for financial reasons than the chances of approval for non-financial reasons.

B. Trump, Iran, North Korea & Russia

SWIFT-effected sanctions against North Korea were not just useful but were also necessary to protect the financial system. Previous sanctions against North Korea had been completely ignored, such as those intended to affect North Korean trade.\textsuperscript{97} Unfortunately, the sanctions had several loopholes that countries like China could exploit.\textsuperscript{98} In addition, many nations trading with North Korea (such as Iran) simply ignore UN sanctions at will.\textsuperscript{99} Undoubtedly, the UN has lost much of its legitimacy by allowing itself to be sidestepped by such regimes.\textsuperscript{100} By standing up for the integrity of the financial system, SWIFT can avoid such a fate.

The current problem is that President Trump does not seem to share the view that SWIFT must take multilateral decisions to protect the global financial system and not just be a puppet for U.S. foreign policy. Traditionally, the legitimacy issue was framed as the West trying to protect the financial system’s integrity against the actions of rogue states. For example,
aside from sanctions, since 2010 the European Union and the U.S. have been parties to the international agreement on the “Terrorist Finance Tracking Program.” As a result, SWIFT is subject to legally binding requests to provide to the U.S. Treasury Department data located in its EU Operating Center. This is yet another example of the beneficial multilateral decision-making mentioned above.

By contrast, the issue today is framed as the U.S., trying to protect its own interests, versus rogue states plus the U.S.’s former allies. For example, from March 2012 through February 2016, the Central Bank of Iran and fifteen other major banks in that country were banned from using SWIFT’s inter-banking communication system. The banks were only banned after SWIFT was prohibited under EU Regulation 267/2012 from providing financial messaging services to EU-sanctioned Iranian banks because SWIFT has to comply with Belgian law. The EU Regulation was lifted after President Obama secured the nuclear deal with Iran, allowing Iranian banks access to the SWIFT network again.

Ever since Iran was allowed back into the SWIFT system, President Trump has repeatedly called for its removal once more. This would delegitimize SWIFT for two reasons. First, the U.S. left the Iran nuclear deal. Iran is still a signatory to the nuclear deal, and thus it would appear to be an arbitrary use of SWIFT’s powers. It would make more sense, for example, for SWIFT to impose sanctions on Russia because it is currently far more threatening to the West’s financial stability than Iran. Ideally, such sanctions would come with the UN’s backing, but a UN mandate is unlikely given Russia’s veto power on the Security Council. If such sanctions were forthcoming, they “would be crippling” to Russia, and yet, as a sign of the U.S. regime’s skewed (or certainly lonely) foreign policy at the moment, most Russian executives view this “nuclear option” that would be far more likely to gather multilateral support as unlikely. By contrast, with no UN mandate (far more likely than in the Russian context), powerful political and financial allies who form part of the global financial system’s core, France, Germany, and the UK, are actively seeking ways to bypass US sanctions against Iran.
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Secondly, SWIFT claims to be neutral, only operating for the benefit of its shareholders and the financial system. Re-imposing unilateral sanctions with no apparent financial rationale is a direct contradiction of SWIFT’s own mission statement. As mentioned, there are far more dangerous countries that SWIFT should be worried about (such as North Korea and Russia). Iran’s crime in 2018 is not financial, it is that they are perceived to be an enemy by the Trump regime. SWIFT, at present, should have no business in regulating countries who President Trump singles out, without any multilateral backing and without posing a threat to the financial system.

C. SWIFT Must Stand Its Ground

Despite agreeing with SWIFT in believing that blindly following U.S. sanctions would be an error, SWIFT is wrong to remain “neutral” in all settings. SWIFT’s role as a collective agent for the financial system is by definition not “neutral.” SWIFT must instead take ownership of these semi-judicial roles and disconnect banks from countries that threaten financial stability generally through the SWIFT platform—SWIFT would not have to look at any data it does not already require its members to provide it with or otherwise overreach. In other words, SWIFT must remember its original purpose, to provide “a systematic standardization body coordinating and managing the needs of the financial services sector for the overall benefit of its community,” without becoming a de-facto supra-national democratic organization such as the UN.

Furthermore, it appears that SWIFT misunderstands how much of its success owes to its status as both legitimate and effective. The SWIFT website’s compliance page poses the question “Does SWIFT expel banks?”
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The answer is, again, “SWIFT is neutral.” According to Part II’s analysis, this is an error. Any bank or otherwise that risks the reputation of SWIFT harms the system. In the same way that overreacting and imposing illegitimate sanctions delegitimizes and thereby minimizes SWIFT’s effectiveness, so too does any belief that the system harbors risks—this is precisely one of the arguments in favor of moving to a blockchain system discussed in Part IV. SWIFT can, and must, without making “arbitrary” sanctions decisions, police its systems. In fact, it is apparent that SWIFT’s failure to do so is one of the many reasons why President Trump has been so vocal against it. Thus, by taking matters into its own hands, SWIFT would minimize not one but two threats.

IV. Competition

Aside from the threat of being delegitimized, as discussed in Part III, SWIFT faces an increasing threat in the form of competition. SWIFT’s biggest competition comes from new technology. For 50 years, SWIFT has been the dominant, unchallenged cross-border payments mechanism. However, as Hyman Minsky noted over 30 years ago, “any regulatory and intervention system will lose its effectiveness over time. For effectiveness to be sustained the regulatory and intervention systems need to be modernized at intervals to allow for the effects of innovative financial developments.” Minsky was of course completely correct, and SWIFT is clearly at such a juncture today.

As the Fed noticed several years ago, “technology is rapidly changing many elements that support the payment process.” Not only is information becoming increasingly sophisticated and mobile, but it is also being transmitted more efficiently. On these two points, blockchain may hold a competitive advantage over SWIFT. However, payment security and protection of sensitive data, “which are foundational to public confidence in any payment system” are increasingly being threatened by these new technologies. It is on this last point that SWIFT has the competitive edge over blockchain, and ultimately its capacity to be a collective agent is the reason why SWIFT cannot allow blockchain technologies to force it out of business.

A. What is Blockchain?

In technical terms, blockchain technology (also known as distributed ledger technology or DLT) is "a set of technological solutions that enables a single, sequenced, standardized and cryptographically-secured record of activity to be safely distributed to, and acted upon by, a network of varied
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participants.”118 Most simply, a blockchain is a ledger that can record new
information, such as details about a financial transaction (sender, receiver,
amount, currency, etc.), but the information already in the ledger, stored in
these so-called blocks or hashes, cannot be edited, adjusted or changed in
any way.119 Cryptography links the contents of each new block with every
block already in the ledger, meaning that all the information becomes
inseparable—each bit of data has its own hash, and these data are chained
together into blocks with their own unchangeable and unique hash, which
are then chained together with other blocks, hence “blockchain.”120

Security is ensured by requiring that no single entity controls the
ledger, nor can new blocks be uploaded without a complex mathematical
proof being solved first.121 As a result, any attack on the system must
attack every single link and every single system user to be effective. By
contrast, in a centralized ledger system, one attack on the ledger’s sole
source would be enough to bring the whole system down—clearly much
more vulnerable both to internal and external threats.
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Since at its core, blockchain involves storing information regarding the transfer of an asset from one use to another,\(^\text{123}\) it could be characterized as a highly technical tool for recording transactions and tracking an asset’s movement.\(^\text{124}\) As a result, blockchain makes an obvious solution to some of the transactional costs in the notoriously costly and inefficient cross-border payments system.

### B. How Could Blockchain be Used for Cross-Border Payments?

In 2008, Bitcoin was born. A work called *Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System* written by the pseudonymous Satoshi Nakamoto introduced the world to blockchain’s potential as a payments mechanism.\(^\text{125}\) By proposing a system of peer-to-peer transactions using a decentralized payments ledger requiring no central bank authority, Nakamoto single-handedly\(^\text{126}\) paved the way for what has grown into a quarter of a trillion dollar industry, of which Bitcoin’s market capital comprises almost half.\(^\text{127}\)

Blockchain works for cross-border payments because a payment in our world of credit-money and computerized databases is effectively little more than changing numbers in a computer database. The blockchain therefore replaces manual changes in firm’s ledgers by distributing ledgers throughout the entire industry, sending messages to other financial institutions instantly without having to go through multiple correspondent banks to do so (see Part I) and by confirming or validating each modification of the ledger (the changing numbers in the database) instantly and without fear of manipulation due to the cryptography inherent in the system.\(^\text{128}\) The key of these benefits is the exclusion of the correspondent institutions, since in the current system these institutions will often be unknown to both the ultimate sending and receiving institutions, and every new relationship will have an increased cost.\(^\text{129}\)

\(^{123}\) Blockchain technology was created by the pseudonymous and so far, unidentified bitcoin creator Satoshi Nakamoto to replace third-parties to transactions such as banks, hence blockchain is often referred to as peer-to-peer technology. See *The great chain of being sure about things*, ECONOMIST (Oct. 31, 2015), https://www.economist.com/briefing/2015/10/31/the-great-chain-of-being-sure-about-things [https://perma.cc/JU52-CJFH].


\(^{126}\) Since nobody actually knows if Nakamoto is a person or a group of people, it may not have actually been “singlehandedly” in the strictest sense. For an excellent documentary explaining Bitcoin’s mysterious beginnings, see BANKING ON BITCOIN (Periscope Entertainment 2016).

\(^{127}\) Gregor Zupanc, *How big (or small) is the crypto market?*, SOLIDUM CAPITAL (Aug. 7, 2018), https://blog.solidum.capital/how-big-or-small-is-the-crypto-market-5c7976d6df2b [https://perma.cc/44YV-QK54].

\(^{128}\) ACHANTA, supra note 76, at 3.

\(^{129}\) Id. at 4.
C. Is There an Existing and Feasible Technological Threat to SWIFT?

1. Ripple

Ripple is SWIFT’s biggest and most serious blockchain competitor at present. Though relatively small, it is growing at a non-trivial pace, and it has posed enough of a threat to SWIFT that it could reasonably be considered the main driving force behind SWIFT’s GPII developments. Ripple was founded as a company called RipplePay in 2004 by Ryan Fugger, four years before Bitcoin. After several name changes and technological alterations, the company rebranded as the present Ripple in October 2015.

Ripple divides the network into two types of participants—the network users who only send payments, and the network members such as banks who process the actual payments. The payments are processed using Ripple’s currency, xCurrent, which provides real time settlement with bi-directional simultaneous messaging. When this is contrasted with the several steps required to communicate between two or more banks outlined in Part I, it should be clear where some of the efficiency gains come from. On top of the bi-directional messaging, each transaction is pre-validated using pre-disclosed information. This pre-validation and disclosure makes payment certainty and settlement almost instantaneous. Furthermore, liquidity risks are eliminated through the intra-network availability of another product, xRapid, an on-demand digital asset that works on a series of IOU’s within the network, originally between individuals, but now through various “gateways”—in other words, a cryptocurrency (XRP). Finally, using the Ripple interface product, xVia, network participants receive end-to-end visibility, allowing them to check on their payment status in real-time.

From a technological standpoint, Ripple may have the ability to be far more effective as a payments facilitator than SWIFT. Most impressively, Ripple payments are almost instant, taking just four seconds. As a result, the Ripple system removes credit and liquidity risk from the whole
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payments process, allowing the costs to be lowered significantly. Some commentators even believe that liquidity risk is the defining benefit Ripple has over SWIFT. They may well be right—but as will be explained in subpart D, this is because the commentators fundamentally misunderstand the payment facilitator’s role as a collective agent.

Nonetheless, Ripple has one other enormous benefit unique to it over other blockchain companies in that it connects directly to banks rather than to customers. Generally speaking, blockchain elicits understandable feelings of apprehension in consumers who hear about cryptocurrency and its wild fluctuations. Though connecting to banks directly does not, and probably cannot, totally insulate Ripple from cryptocurrency’s negative connotations, it may be enough to lure some more users than it would have otherwise. Though by no means the most trusted institutions, customers are used to trusting banks, certainly a lot more than cryptocurrency or fintech startups at least. Regulated banks have sophisticated systems and controls for checking compliance, cybercrime, operational and conduct risks. Regulators are comfortable with banks, so at least the regulators may be more permissive with Ripple than they would be with totally non-bank blockchain or other fintech firms.

One major issue, however, is Ripple’s size. So far, it only lays claim to around 100 customers, though it is spread over 40 countries across six continents. Despite the geographical scope, the 100 or so customers are in fact less than the number of firms that have adopted SWIFT’s new GPI messaging standards in a much shorter period of time, and far less than the 3,500 SWIFT members that have committed to adopting it. Ultimately, whether Ripple is as scalable, secure, and interoperable with other payment networks as it claims to be is yet to be seen.

Ultimately, Ripple’s biggest downfall is its single-minded focus on
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speed and efficiency. While Ripple does have less inputs and therefore is both quicker and less prone to error than SWIFT, Ripple makes the mistake of assuming that speed and efficiency are the be-all and end-all of the payments system, but that cannot be so. In doing so, Ripple’s supporters and SWIFT’s detractors dismiss some of the most important of SWIFT’s gifts, such as ensuring interdependence. David Blair, for example, describes SWIFT’s Global Payments Innovation Initiative’s (GPII) (described infra at subpart (C)(ii)) requirement that partner banks monitor their fellow banks’ compliance with the system as nothing more than “a commercial challenge for banks.” In fact, requiring banks to monitor their peers’ compliance with GPII is imperative to the payment’s system’s success. Ultimately, peer-to-peer monitoring lends legitimacy to the system and ensures that each participant takes ownership in the system. At present, Ripple has no equivalent mechanism in place, though it could implement one in the future.

In fact, even if we were to take Ripple’s focus on costs as the key component of the payment system, “the short term reality is that the cost of [reducing the transaction costs of and inefficiencies in SWIFT] is lower than the migration of operations to an entirely new standard as long as the efficiencies are still present.” Thus, in the short-run at least, there is no incentive to migrate to Ripple anyway, and financial institutions notoriously care little for the long run. Ultimately, “for all the attention Ripple and other fintechs in the space have received in recent months, SWIFT’s all-rounded end-to-end service remains dominant” and “due to secure that for some time.”

Also, it is worth noting that Ripple is itself a company. In fact, Ripple doesn’t even function very well as a company: it constantly finds itself embattled in law suits with other blockchain companies such as R3. But even more worrying, Ripple’s leadership seems completely incapable of being the neutral leadership the payments industry requires. Why? Money—of course. One of the main problems on this front is that Ripple itself has and controls the cryptocurrency, thus giving itself the ability to dictate who potentially earns a fortune from it. When company insiders such as Jed McCaleb, Chris Larsen and Arthur Brito all receive quite literally billions of dollars’ worth of Ripple currency, their incentives cannot be those of a collective agent. Destabilizing founders is not even unique to Ripple, but rather appears endemic in the cryptocurrency industry. Ethereum, most notably, has also had to contend with the destabilizing factors of insider fighting (as well as a notable hack), ultimately splitting into a
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new Ethereum and the aptly dubbed Ethereum Classic. As a result, much like regular currency, “it is past time to acknowledge that governance of public blockchains is happening, by actual identifiable people, and that these people’s actions impact consumers.” If cryptocurrencies are moneys, then there is a real risk involved with allowing a handful of private founders to regulate them.

Furthermore, as a private cryptocurrency, Ripple has no access to the central bank liquidity swap lines that maintain settlement guarantees and liquidity elasticity in cross-border transactions. Nonetheless, while it could technically be possible for central banks to enter into such liquidity swap lines with cryptocurrencies in the future, at present the only central banks with standing dollar liquidity swap lines are the Bank of Canada, the Bank of England, the European Central Bank, the Bank of Japan, and the Swiss National bank, so such an arrangement seems extremely unlikely.

Finally, Ripple is a company that sells its payment system as a series of products, and no product can be a collective agent. A product is a product, not an agent, and a company selling a group of mutually dependent products for a profit cannot be a collective agent because the profit motive distorts not just the director’s (as mentioned above) but the company as an entity’s role as a public good. Aside from this obvious weakness, being a company as opposed to a cooperative made up of the market participants has one debilitating weakness: insider turnover. When Jed McCaleb left Ripple in 2014, he took with him almost 10 billion XRP, prompting concerns that he could crash the entire system by dumping the cryptocurrency into the market, causing him to agree to lock up agreements not to do so.159 Such a threat, posed by one disgruntled individual is anomalous to the workings of a collective agent—it is not an effective way to run a system, and far more importantly and clearly in this case, it is wholly illegitimate.
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2. **SWIFT’s Response: GPII**

In December 2015, SWIFT announced a global payments initiative to “dramatically improve the customer experience in correspondent banking by increasing the speed, transparency and predictability of cross-border payments.”\(^{160}\) The initiative has four key features, all of which are answers to detractors and competitors alike: (1) same-day use of funds, (2) transparency and predictability of fees, (3) end-to-end payments tracking, and (4) the transfer of rich payment information.\(^{161}\)

Importantly, both the Federal Reserve Banks and CHIPS have joined the new program, allowing U.S. firms and customers to reap the benefits of the initiative.\(^{162}\) Although not all financial institutions have adopted SWIFT GPII, it is noteworthy that as early as February 2018 SWIFT had announced that more than $100 billion were being sent through the system on a daily basis.\(^{163}\) Furthermore, SWIFT claims that 50% of payments sent through the system are credited in less than 30 minutes and almost 100% within 24 hours.\(^ {164}\) This is an impressive record for a cooperative described just months before that announcement as a facilitator of “slow, expensive and opaque” cross-border payments.\(^{165}\) In fact, of those payments that take longer than 24 hours, SWIFT says they “typically involve more complex foreign exchange conversions, compliance checks or regulatory authorizations.”\(^{166}\) As outlined above, SWIFT holds a distinct competitive advantage over new entrants in compliance and regulatory areas, so it is unlikely that Ripple or any other potential competitor could provide any better service in these complex transactions anyway.

**D. Blockchain Companies in General as a Collective Agent?**

The question answered in Part IV so far has been whether blockchains such as Ripple are viable threats to SWIFT as a payments facilitator—the transactional aspect of a payments system. The question has been answered in the affirmative. The real question, however, must be whether private blockchains can replace SWIFT as a payments facilitator which also plays a role as a collective agent—the systemic dynamic.

One answer may be that blockchain technology might even be too effective from a transactional perspective to perform the role of collective agent. For example, some academics suggest that “in a fully frictionless world of blockchain-powered transaction processing, overtly speculative
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trading will also be faster, easier, cheaper, and thus more voluminous.” 167 In this sense, blockchain cannot become a collective agent whose job is to ensure systemic stability precisely because being so good exacerbates the industry’s inherent risk-taking. In such a scenario, there would almost by definition have to be another kind of collective agent, whose form is unimaginable at present. 168 Certainly, if one frames the issue through the proposed legitimacy and effectiveness lenses as this Note does, the answer is still no.

In addition, U.S. headquartered, private blockchain firms (as Ripple and IBM are) cannot be effective as a collective agent for the global payments system. First, it is true that SWIFT’s technical vulnerability of the kind blockchain seeks to remove from the system impinges on its effectiveness via a lack of trust as an institution. 169 Nevertheless, even this problem is one best tackled by a collective agent rather than a private company. In fact, SWIFT’s GPII has developed a way to fix this, requiring name data elements and discrete elements for address information such as country codes that can help banks and other entities meet current and evolving screening regulations. 170 Even if SWIFT had not improved its defenses against external threats, cyber threats against cross-border payments, global by definition, are so “decentralized” and have such “far-reaching ramifications that national rulemaking almost seems redundant,” and as a result, a global collective agent is needed. 171 It takes no great leap of logic to believe that a U.S. headquartered firm (like Ripple and IBM) is even more susceptible or attractive a target for a cyber-attack than a Belgian-headquartered cooperative. Although it may be difficult for any blockchain system to be the subject of a so-called “51% attack,” it remains technically possible. Thus, “the system remains vulnerable to a politically motivated 51% attack, for instance from a government.” 172 Although IBM certainly has some of the best cyber-security in the world, proximity to the increasingly isolated U.S. would make an attack on a collective agent all the more attractive to cyber-terrorists in North Korea or Iran.

Second, blockchain companies (wherever they are headquartered) are intimately linked in the popular psyche with the volatility of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin 173 which makes it unlikely that customers will be
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enamored by the prospect of their funds travelling through a system they view as inseparable from volatile cryptocurrencies. One might reasonably assume that when cryptocurrencies become less volatile, this would cease to be an issue. This is unlikely, however, since Ripple uses its own cryptocurrency to facilitate transactions. The most likely cause of stabilization comes from an external force—regulation. This regulation, of course, as for a U.S. company, will come from the Federal Reserve or the SEC. As a result, Ripple would face the same problems described in Part III, only multiplied because the U.S. would have direct jurisdiction over absolutely everything it did, and not just those transactions involving U.S. customers.

Furthermore, aside from cryptocurrency volatility generally, blockchains have fallen prey to similar security shortcomings as SWIFT anyway.174 Of course, this argument boils down to saying that society is not ready for Ripple or another private company’s payments blockchain yet. Undoubtedly, this is a product not only of cryptocurrency volatility, but also the public’s lack of understanding about blockchain. Indeed, “it is now a well-worn joke that one need only throw the word “blockchain” around to raise money or to seem smart.”175

Despite any hesitancy that Ripple or BWW will develop in the near future to overcome SWIFT’s monopoly, it is important to note the lessons of how SWIFT developed into its dominant role. SWIFT encountered stiff opposition to its attempts to roll out proprietary standards—nobody likes being told what to do by an ambitious startup.176 Moreover, SWIFT did not develop into the industry leader by itself, nor did it even develop its major competitive advantage—the SWIFT messaging standards—without enormous assistance from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and Euroclear, among others.177 It is unlikely and unrealistic to assume that any new competitor could usurp SWIFT’s position when it has such powerful backers. In fact, the Fed has noted that “despite high levels of innovation in the U.S. payment system, a lack of coordination is creating fragmentation, inhibiting ubiquity and creating confusion.”178 Any new contender to SWIFT’s throne would presumably face similar teething problems—probably of the kind the global financial system cannot endure.

Nonetheless, SWIFT developed in the late 1970s and 1980s. The growth was slow, disjointed and stifled by less developed countries’ inability to meet the standards required to join by the SWIFT board.179 In today’s technological climate, however, with developing nations around the
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globe being amongst the pioneers in payments technology, it is entirely foreseeable that a new, challenger technology could become dominant by focusing on the economies that were slow to join SWIFT in the first instance. If “it was not the technology alone that established SWIFT’s core position but rather the achievement of critical mass,” \(^{180}\) then by taking advantage of the billions of people in Sub-Saharan Africa, India, and China that SWIFT currently underserves, Ripple and BWW could certainly achieve just that.\(^{181}\) Certainly, Ripple has been quicker than SWIFT to recognize that few financial institutions (including SWIFT) have established global payment reach “that extends into emerging markets or connects seamlessly those who are unbanked with international payments services.”\(^{182}\)

Conclusion

Despite the push for faster, more efficient payments, at least some people inside SWIFT understand the end game. The end game is not, as Ripple CEO Brad Garlinghouse suggested, a race to the quickest payment.\(^{183}\) Instead, the payments industry is more of a synchronized swim event: each participant needs to know their role, their peers’ roles, and how everything fits together. SWIFT’s new updates may have been formed to address challenges of speed and efficiency, but cross-border payments are not a race: “what’s important for corporates is not necessarily having every payment made in real time.”\(^ {184}\) This is even truer for the high-value, complex transactions that SWIFT claims are the only payments currently taking over 24 hours to process. Indeed, industry insiders suggest that for blockchain it is “a little early to try to tackle cross-border payments, particularly high-value cross-border payments where we’re putting millions of dollars at risk.”\(^ {185}\)

There is little doubt that at some point in the near future, blockchain will play a role in the cross-border payments industry. The major question is what role? As has been outlined in this Note, from a technological stand-
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point, companies using blockchain can challenge SWIFT. But then again, SWIFT can also incorporate blockchain, so that is not enough: to be valid alternatives they would also need to enable full connectivity across all countries, currencies and bank accounts worldwide—“a massive undertaking.”

A systemic overhaul of this magnitude requires the coordination of the entire industry, not just one segment. Moreover, a collective agent requires both efficiency—which Ripple has so far demonstrated on a small scale but is as yet untested in the number of and size of transaction SWIFT handles on a daily basis—and legitimacy—which it certainly has not achieved. In five years or so, both these conclusions may have to change, but right now, blockchain is just not there. Thus, we must focus for the present on how to improve the collective agent and infrastructure we have—SWIFT.

Finally, by framing SWIFT as a collective agent and not just a technology, there are some questions that still remain unanswered. First, how should SWIFT be regulated? Alternatively, we might ask a more fundamental question, should SWIFT be regulated at all? Perhaps SWIFT would be more effective if it was given the same organizational immunity as its peers the IMF and WTO. Other queries may arise regarding who should even control SWIFT. Most collective agents are governments, especially in the democratic West. If SWIFT plays a similar role to governments or the UN, perhaps decision-making should extend beyond the limited banker-run board. Even further afield, but no less important, we might have to ask more fundamental questions about what type of law is even implicated. For example, is SWIFT to be governed by private law or public international law? These questions are beyond the scope of this Note, but if we frame SWIFT’s role in the payments industry as that of a collective agent, these questions should be easier to answer.
